Can Cloud Change the
Future of Your Business?
MICROSOFT AZURE AND THE FUTURE OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Today, businesses around the globe are going through a massive technological transformation. In moving
from the traditional data center to the flexible, scalable, and agile cloud; businesses are now unlocking
unprecedented potential, shifting them into a new era of innovation and opportunity. In fact, research
suggests that up to 80% of organizations will adopt some level of cloud use by 2025.
To facilitate this digital transformation, Microsoft Azure has positioned itself as the leader in cloud
innovation; providing the rich innovation, scalability, and security that businesses required in this era of
innovation. Are you ready to unlock the next stage of your business’s growth and innovation by migrating
to the cloud?

ARE YOU READY FOR:
True control over your IT spend, allowing you to scale up and scale down services on the fly to meet
your unique workload requirements while optimizing cost?
Unparalleled scalability and flexibility paving the way for tomorrow’s innovative business environment?
Mitigation of downtime and unforeseen outages through a global architectural redundancy in Azure?
A dependable and calculable ROI on your IT spend?
A reduced on-premises footprint, eliminating unneeded costs associated with maintaining a physical
IT infrastructure?
Seamless integration between Azure-native services and Microsoft products such as Microsoft Office
365 creating a streamlined end-to-end environment?
An environment that meets today’s rigorous compliance requirements such as GDPR, HIPAA PCI-DSS,
and others?
Access to over 6,000 Azure native services that are designed to meet the unique requirements of
today’s business?
True backup and recovery through cloud-native backup, and automated replication between geo
regions keeping your business safe?
A single-pane-of-glass approach to monitoring and reporting that gives you key insight into every
aspect of your environment?
If you’re ready to take advantage of the rich offerings of Azure, consider partnering with Integrated IT. With
over 20 years of experience in professional IT services, a mature partnership with Microsoft Azure, and
hundreds of satisfied cloud migration clients, we’re here to help you every step of the way as you bring
your organization into the cloud.
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